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(54) SYSTEM FOR DETECTING AND REPORTING MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS

(57) The invention relates to a system for detecting
and reporting motorcycle accidents, comprising a mod-
ule located in the motorcycle with means for obtaining
the location of the motorcycle at all times, means for de-
tecting the acceleration and tilt of the motorcycle, and
means for communicating with other modules of said sys-
tem, a module with calculation capacity located in the
motorcycle with processing means for detecting when an
accident happens and with means for communicating
with other modules of the system, a portable module that
can be physically separated into two analogue submod-
ules with means for making an emergency call and
means for communicating with other elements of said
system, wherein if both submodules are physically joined
they act as a single module and only the means of one
of the parts function, and when they are physically sep-
arated, the means of both parts function independently.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a sys-
tem for detecting and reporting motorcycle accidents. In
particular, the invention relates to a system that incorpo-
rates several modules with the capability of detecting
when an accident has taken place and making an emer-
gency call or eCall in accordance with current regula-
tions.

Background of the invention

[0002] In the last several years the automotive industry
has been working on adopting a new safety system called
eCall. In fact, the European Commission has decided
that this new system shall be mandatory for car manu-
facturers in relation to all new vehicles produced starting
in April of 2018.
[0003] The system consists of detecting accidents and
automatically making an emergency call to emergency
services, said call made by the vehicle itself, dialling the
number 112 in Europe and reporting that an accident has
happened. The system for receiving the call will be stand-
ardized in the 27 European Union (EU) member coun-
tries.
[0004] The call made by the eCall service is defined
by a voice call, carried out by means of an in-band mo-
dem, meaning information and data use the same band
or channel.
[0005] This call transmits perfectly defined data, called
minimum set of data (MSD), which include the geo-loca-
tion of the vehicle and the vehicle identification number
(VIN), as well as other data. The data that the MSD must
contain are standardized in a European Union regulation.
[0006] If considered appropriate, occupants of the ve-
hicle may prevent the call from being made if they con-
sider they do not need 112 services.
[0007] In the case of category M1 vehicles (sedans),
according to standardized regulations on vehicle classi-
fication, accidents are detected since vehicles have said
detection systems to release the airbags if necessary.
Said systems are totally prepared to identify accidents
and distinguish between an accident and an event that
is not considered an accident, for the purposes of mini-
mizing the repair costs of the vehicle and possible user
dissatisfaction due to what could be a malfunctioning of
the system.
[0008] On the other hand, the European Commission
is subsidizing projects in Europe (for example, the
I_HeERO project) to improve and widen the field of ap-
plication of this post-crash safety system to other vehicle
categories, as well as for new mobile phone systems that
are expected to be available in the near future.
[0009] New vehicle categories considered to incorpo-
rate these types of eCall safety systems include com-
mercial vehicles for transporting goods, in particular dan-

gerous goods, and motorcycles (PTW or P2W), catego-
ries L3 and L1.
[0010] For example, the European Commission has
promoted the SAFERIDER project, in which they devel-
oped a helmet able to detect an impact to the head during
an accident and measure the severity of the head injury
after impact.
[0011] During the HeERO2 project, a system was de-
veloped for detecting an accident on a motorcycle where-
in the helmet incorporated impact sensors that could de-
tect a severe impact to the head as a result of an accident
and give an idea as to the severity of the head impact.
[0012] There are patent applications or patents such
as EP2881921A1, which describes an accident notifica-
tion apparatus mounted on a motorcycle and a wireless
unit carried by the rider such that when communication
is lost between both units during a period of time, an
accident alarm is activated.
[0013] Other solutions, such as publications
DE10210975B4, CN203776226U, EP1312273B1 or
Spanish patent P201631158 are based almost exclu-
sively on different types of sensors of the rider’s helmet.

Description of the invention

[0014] It is necessary to provide an alternative to the
state of the art that patches the holes found therein and
which is, therefore, in contrast to existing solutions.
[0015] Specifically, we propose a system for detecting
and reporting motorcycle accidents that comprises:

- a module (110) located in the motorcycle with means
for obtaining a location of the motorcycle at all times,
means for detecting the acceleration and tilt of the
motorcycle, and means for communicating with oth-
er modules of said system,

- a module with calculation capacity (111) located in
the motorcycle with processing means for detecting
when an accident takes place and with means for
communicating to other modules of the system,

- a portable module (120) that can be physically sep-
arated into two analogue submodules (121 and 122)
with means for making an emergency call and means
for communicating with other elements of said sys-
tem, wherein if both submodules are physically
joined they act as a single module and only the
means of one of the parts function, and when they
are physically separated, the means of both parts
function independently,

wherein said accident detection is made in said module
with calculation capacity (111) based at least on the in-
formation on location, acceleration or tilt received from
the module (110), as well on the calculation of the dis-
tance between said module (120) or submodules (121
and 122) and said module (110), wherein said calculation
of distance is a function of the intensity of the connection
signal between said module (110) and said module (120)
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or submodules (121 and 122), wherein said module with
calculation capacity (111) identifies that there is only one
occupant on the motorcycle (200) if the submodules (121
and 122) of said module (120) are physically joined, and
identifies that there are two occupants if they are physi-
cally separated, wherein said module with calculation ca-
pacity (111) communicates the detection of the accident
to the module (120), wherein said module (120) makes
an emergency call using the means for making emergen-
cy calls and wherein said call communicates if there is
one occupant or two occupants, as well as other infor-
mation.
[0016] As can be seen, the detection of a motorcycle
accident is a task that is far more complex than detection
solutions provided for four-wheeled vehicles or than the
aforementioned solutions already known, due to the fol-
lowing reasons or problems solved by this invention:

• A motorcycle is much lighter than a four-wheeled
vehicle and, therefore, the uneven pavement, holes,
curbs of sidewalks, etc., cause accelerations on the
structure of the vehicle that could be comparable to
those of an accident, which is why the values mon-
itored by already known systems alone are not able
to accurately detect an accident.

• The motorcycle tilts on curves and, therefore, detect-
ing only the tilt would not indicate an accident. If a
single determining criterion were used to detect the
tilt, many false alarms may be activated, given that
the vehicle is unstable and could fall to the ground
with out there having been an action which can be
considered a relevant accident, thereby generating
a false emergency call.

• It is determined that an accident can be detected
with complete certainty if, and only if, there has been
damage to the user’s clothes or helmet, regardless
of what happens to the motorcycle. This is correct,
but it conflicts with the reality, in that the state of the
art does not currently provide for clothing to be de-
signed to detect damages on any area thereof and
the helmet is not always violently impacted in order
for the system used in said helmet to detect a head
injury. Moreover, the user is currently not obligated
to wear a complete standardized motorcycle suit and
boots.

[0017] Furthermore, we must add that an eCall system,
as currently designed, must have the geo-location and
transmit the MSD through a voice call.
Therefore, if these types of systems require a voice call,
it is so the emergency telephone services, 112 for Eu-
rope, can be in contact with the person who had the ac-
cident, and therefore, an audio system in the helmet must
be provided to facilitate said communication.
[0018] Since on occasion the person in the accident
and the motorcycle itself end up very far from one anoth-
er, the system that makes the call cannot be provided in
the motorcycle, given that in these cases voice commu-

nication to 112 would not be possible due to the fact that
the wireless connection between the motorcycle and the
helmet would be lost, which is, for example, by means
of Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy, or RFID.
[0019] Although a solution of this type could be con-
sidered involving the use of a smart phone, for example
using a mobile application, given that the same already
has geo-location and can collect data on the motorcycle
and other accessories such as the helmet and clothing,
the vulnerability of a common smart phone, as well as its
low degree of mechanical resistance, makes this option
a poor one. There are smart phones that are more dura-
ble and have stronger resistance to impact, but it must
be added that this additional component would entail
higher costs. Furthermore, all of the aforementioned
points must be taken into consideration knowing that the
use of the GPS and telecommunications with the rest of
the system (100) in a continuous way would shorten the
life of the battery, and could lead to a situation in which
the mobile phone does not have enough battery energy
to make an eCall when necessary. This problem is solved
by one of the preferred embodiments of the present in-
vention by installing modules with greater battery capac-
ity on the motorcycle system, which is able to provide
enough energy during the use thereof.
[0020] Another problem solved by this invention, apart
from the previous one, is that occasionally two people
are riding on the motorcycle, and it could be the case that
one ends up far from the other in an accident and that
the emergency services find and assist only one, who, if
unconscious, is unable to inform them that there is an-
other passenger, and, therefore, the second passenger
would not be aided by the emergency services.

Brief description of the drawings

[0021] In order to assist in a better understanding of
the characteristics of the invention and with the aim of
complementing this description, the following figures are
attached constituting an integral part of the same, which,
by way of illustration and non-limitation, represent the
following:

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the system with the
different modules, elements or devices that make up
the same, as well as the interaction between them
and other systems or elements. This figure repre-
sents one of the embodiments of the invention, spe-
cifically when the system is used by only the driver
of the vehicle and wherein the sensing, calculation
capacity for detection and the call are all carried out
from modules located on the motorcycle, while the
driver carries the module that allows the distance
from the modules placed on said motorcycle to be
measured when an accident takes place and is de-
tected.
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the system with the
different modules, elements or devices that make up
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the same, as well as the interaction between them
and other systems or elements. This figure repre-
sents another one of the embodiments of the inven-
tion, specifically when the system is used both by
the driver of the vehicle and the passenger and
wherein the sensing, calculation for detection and
the call are all carried out from modules located on
the motorcycle, while the driver and the passenger
each carry a separate submodule that allows the dis-
tance from the modules placed in said motorcycle to
be measured when an accident takes place and is
detected.

Detailed description of the invention

[0022] As can be seen in the attached figures, the sys-
tem (100) proposed, in the most complete form thereof,
is made up of the following elements:

• a module (110) located in the motorcycle with means
for obtaining a location of the motorcycle (200) at all
times, means for detecting the acceleration and tilt
of the motorcycle, and means for communicating
with other modules of said system.

[0023] Optionally, said module (110) is arranged to de-
tect, on the one hand, if said motorcycle (200) is in op-
eration, in other words, it is connected to the electronics
of the motorcycle (200) and is therefore able to detect
when the engine of the motorcycle (200) is running and
when it is turned off. This device could be used to turn
the engine on and off.
[0024] On the other hand, said module (110) has geo-
location capability and, as such, can calculate the speed
of the vehicle at all times. Said geo-location capability is
generally carried out through GPS.
[0025] Additionally, and optionally, said module (110)
can incorporate one or several sensors (160), such as
an accelerometer and/or a gyroscope, arranged to meas-
ure the tilt as well as the acceleration and turns of the
motorcycle (200).
[0026] The module has means for communicating with
other modules of the system. Said communication can
be wireless, generally through Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low
Energy or RFID.

• A module with calculation capacity (111) with
processing means for detecting when an accident
takes place, and with means for communicating to
other modules of the system. This module is gener-
ally located on the motorcycle.

[0027] In an embodiment, said communication means
can be wireless, generally being Bluetooth, Bluetooth
Low Energy, Wi-Fi or RFID.

• A module (120) that can be physically separated into
two analogue submodules (121 and 122) with means

for communicating with other elements of said sys-
tem. When physically joined, said submodules be-
have as a single module (120) and only the means
of one of the parts function, and when they are phys-
ically separated, the means of both parts function
independently. This module (120) or the submodules
(121 and 122) have means for making an emergency
call.

[0028] It will function as a single module (120) when
only the driver is on the motorcycle (200) and as separate
modules (121 and 122) when a passenger accompanies
the driver, and therefore one part is carried by the driver
and the other by the passenger, such that the situation
when only the driver is on the motorcycle can be distin-
guished from when the driver is accompanied by a pas-
senger, the two different situations able to be controlled.
[0029] Generally, this module (120) automatically be-
haves as a single element or as two elements (121, 122)
when both parts are physically joined or when they are
separated, respectively, without the need for the user to
perform any type of operation.
[0030] In one embodiment, said communication
means can be wireless, generally being Bluetooth, Blue-
tooth Low Energy, Wi-Fi or RFID.
[0031] In one embodiment, said module (120) or sub-
modules (121 and 122) can be implemented in portable
devices carried by the driver and/or passenger. This
module (120) or the submodules (121 and 122) can be
located in the wireless key or starter device of the mo-
torcycle (200). With this solution, the driver carries a sin-
gle device for both functions, for starting the motorcycle
and as a safety element, and furthermore, motorcycle
manufacturers can control all of the components of the
accident detection system, without the same depending
on other external elements which could lead to legal prob-
lems with regard to responsibility in the case of failure.
In other words, the key of the motorcycle or the starter
device is something that can be acquired with a double
function and can be entirely controlled, which is why this
type of solution, which integrates the key with the portable
device, may be appealing. With this solution, when there
is a passenger accompanying the driver, the passenger
will carry the other part of the key or portable device with
the second submodule (122) while the module (121) will
remain with the driver.
[0032] In one embodiment, said module (110), includ-
ing these elements as the GPS or another type of sensors
(160) and the module with calculation capacity (111), are
integrated into a single module (112). Wherein, option-
ally, said integrated module (112) can be located on the
motorcycle (200) since it has more space and energy
sources, a battery and alternator, without practical limi-
tations, both for the modules with calculation capacity
(120) and for the module (110) and the sensors and com-
munication means thereof, which guarantees a continu-
ous use without the risk of lacking energy, and further-
more allows for more complex electronics, as well as
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algorithms for more complex calculations, contributing to
an optimal accident detection reliability, including more
or fewer sensors and therefore increasing or reducing
the complexity of the system, as well as the costs thereof.
[0033] In another embodiment, both the module (110),
as well as the module with calculation capacity (111) and
the module (120) are integrated into a single module
(113). And optionally, said integrated module (113) can
go in the motorcycle (200) itself to take advantage of the
energy, space, etc.
[0034] One of the main advantages of the present in-
vention is that it can identify if one or two riders are on
the motorcycle (200) and report this fact in an emergency
call. The detection of the accident is done in said module
with calculation capacity (111) based at least on the in-
formation received from the module (110) on location,
acceleration or tilt, as well as on the calculation of the
distance between said module (120) or submodules (121
and 122) and said module (110).
[0035] The calculation of the distance between the
module (120) or submodules (121 and 122) and the mod-
ule (110) is done as a function of the intensity of the con-
nection signal between said module (110) and said mod-
ule (120) or submodules (121 and 122). This calculation
of the distance between the motorcycle and the driver
and optionally the passenger improves the reliability of
accident detection, since in an accident the driver and/or
passenger are normally separated from the motorcycle
when it is still moving. With this technology, the estimation
of the distance can be different for each user. Said esti-
mation of distance could be sent in the emergency call.
[0036] The wireless keys or wireless starter devices of
the motorcycle itself incorporates security means, among
which the motorcycle starts only when the key is within
a specific radius of the motorcycle, in order to prevent
theft. In an embodiment, the calculation of the distance
between the module (120) or submodules (121 and 122)
and the module (110) is done with the same technology
used in these wireless keys or wireless starter devices
and as such the cost and complexity of the implementa-
tion of the system is reduced.
[0037] When the module with calculation capacity
(111) detects an accident based on the aforementioned
information, it communicates the same to the module
(110) and in said communication, apart from other types
of information, it at least communicates if the motorcycle
(200) has one or two riders.
[0038] In one embodiment, it is the module (110) that
makes the emergency call, or eCall, with the information
of the accident detected, using the means for making
said type of call with which it is equipped.
[0039] Emergency systems require the geo-location of
the vehicle, and therefore, the GPS information that is
integrated into the system in the module (110) allows the
vehicle to be located, yet this additional information,
meaning knowing if there is one or two people, allows
appropriate resources to be mobilized and allows one to
know when the search for the occupants must be

stopped, and therefore offers better service for an acci-
dent.
[0040] Moreover, for a more precise and reliable esti-
mation, the previously mentioned data can be comple-
mented with data from the sensor systems on the helmet,
clothing, footwear and/or other equipment. Thus, said
module with calculation capacity (111) has processing
means for making said calculations.
[0041] The emergency call, or eCall, will preferably be
made through means for establishing 2G, 3G, 4G, etc.,
mobile communication (500), which the module (110) is
equipped with, but optionally, said communication can
be made through a smart phone (600) the user is carry-
ing.
[0042] In one embodiment, the module (120) or sub-
modules (121 and 122) can also have means for making
an emergency call and, therefore, when said module with
calculation capacity (111) detects an accident, it will be
able to notify said module (120) or submodules (121 and
122) to make the call.
[0043] The system optionally has audio and micro-
phone means (130, 131) so that the driver and, optionally,
the passenger, can communicate on the emergency call
when it is made after the accident.
[0044] In one embodiment, said audio and microphone
means (130, 131) wirelessly communicate with the mod-
ule (110), while in another embodiment, in said audio and
microphone means (130, 131) communication is made
with the module (120) or submodules (121 and 122), all
of which depends on which module makes the emergen-
cy call in order to use the appropriate means for the same.
[0045] Said audio and microphone means (130, 131)
can be located in the device (110) or the module (120)
or submodules (121 and 122), or as an additional wear-
able external element, which could be integrated into the
helmet for greater comfort, or in a mobile type portable
device.
[0046] During the operation of the module (120) with
the two parts (121, 122) together, according to figure 1,
therefore, the module (120) carried by the driver, a single
communication will be established between this module
(120), the module with calculation capacity (111) and the
module (110) or, optionally, with the rest of the elements,
for example, optionally, with the audio and microphone
system (130) and/or with other sensors (150) that can be
located for example on the user’s clothing (400) and/ or
in the helmet, and/or another device of the type that is
worn on clothing or carried by the user, in other words
being a wearable device.
[0047] On the other hand, as shown in figure 2, when
the module (120) is physically separated into two parts
or submodules (121 and 122) and one is carried by the
driver (121) and the other by the passenger (122), re-
spectively, both parts (121, 122) are wirelessly and sep-
arately connected to the module (110), the module with
calculation capacity (120) and optionally to other ele-
ments such as the audio and microphone system (130
and 131) and/or the rest of the sensors (150, 151) that
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each user can carry on their clothing (400) and/or helmet
and/or wearable device, respectively.
[0048] As was previously indicated, in an emergency
call or eCall, perfectly defined data, called the minimum
set of data, or MSD, is transmitted, which include the
geo-location of the vehicle and the vehicle identification
number (VIN), as well as other data. In the present in-
vention, in addition to sending the VIN, the module iden-
tifier (120) or identifier of each one of the submodules
(121, 122) is also sent, which allows the existence of one
or two passengers to be identified. The vehicle identifi-
cation number (VIN) and the module (120) and submod-
ule (121 and 122) identifiers may additionally be printed
on said modules, either as a scannable tag or code, or
even by means of an energy-efficient, RFID type tag or
monitor.
[0049] Optionally, said module (120), or in the case
that there are two (121, 122), has means for emitting an
audible warning or a specific wireless signal when an
accident is detected to facilitate the location of each oc-
cupant carrying the module. This is useful since in certain
accidents an injured person may be out of sight, behind
bushes or trees or down a very steep hill which prevents
them from quickly being located. A signal emitted by one
or two portable parts will, without a doubt, facilitate a more
effective and speedy tracking of the occupants.
[0050] Optionally, the system can have data-collecting
sensors (150, 151) that can be located on their clothing,
helmet, the motorcycle or a wearable device, worn by
the driver (400) or the passenger (401), such that said
sensors (150, 151) are arranged to communicate said
data to the module (120) or submodules (121 and 122).
[0051] The type of sensors (150, 151) that may be used
for such task could be, for example, sensors that allow
data on the rider’s state of health to be collected, such
as a heart-rate sensor, body temperature sensor, etc.
These additional sensors can generally improve the re-
liability of the detection of accidents by providing different
information on the user and not only on the motorcycle
(for example, a forceful impact to the helmet). Above all,
they can contribute to improving the estimation of the
severity of the user’s accident, instead of in an indirect
way, such as seeing what happens to the motorcycle.
[0052] The type of sensors (150, 151) that can be
placed on the motorcycle include an occupancy sensor,
placed on the seat of the passenger, for example, which
shows if weight is detected, but where the portable device
has not been separated into two parts. In these cases,
the warning to the occupants can be implemented in the
motorcycle providing a sound, or in the module (120) or
submodules (121 and 122) providing a sound or vibra-
tion. The warning must be made during a limited time, in
a similar way to the seatbelt for a passenger in a car.
[0053] This detection of the occupants of the motorcy-
cle by means of sensors can be sent to the module (120)
or submodules (121 and 122) so that, in case an emer-
gency call is made, the number of occupants can be sent.
[0054] The module (120) or submodules (121 and 122)

of the system can also include means so that the user
and/or passenger, while on the motorcycle, can indicate
how many occupants there are and, therefore, be notified
in the case of an emergency call.
[0055] A combination of both types of identification for
identifying the number of occupants, either by sensors
or indicated directly by the user, is possible, in which
case, the identifier of the number by the sensor allows
the selection made by the user to be validated.
[0056] Preferably, communication between said sen-
sors (150, 151) and the module (120) or submodules
(121 and 122) will be through Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low
Energy or RFID.
[0057] Generally, the devices that form part of this sys-
tem can be configured through an application installed
on a smart phone (600), tablet, computer or similar de-
vice, and therefore, by using said application through
wireless communications, for example through Blue-
tooth, Bluetooth Low Energy or RFID, the different de-
vices or components become linked or paired according
to the previous description.
[0058] It must be mentioned that although throughout
the description specific functions in the device (110) have
been identified, others in the module (120) or modules
(121, 122) with calculation capacity, or even sensors that
can preferably go on the motorcycle, clothes or helmet
of the rider, also within the scope of this description would
be that said module (120) or separate modules (121, 122)
incorporate all of, or part of, these functions and/or sen-
sors. Likewise, it would also be viable and within the
scope of this system to include redundancy elements,
such as, in a non-exclusive sense, duplicating the func-
tions of the emergency call in the module (110) and the
module (120) or modules (121, 122).

Claims

1. A system for detecting and reporting motorcycle ac-
cidents, characterized in that comprises:

- a module (110) located in the motorcycle with
means for obtaining the location of the motorcy-
cle at all times, means for detecting the accel-
eration and tilt of the motorcycle, and means for
communicating with other modules of said sys-
tem,
- a module with calculation capacity (111) locat-
ed in the motorcycle with processing means for
detecting when an accident takes place and with
means for communicating to other modules of
the system,
- a portable module (120) that can be physically
separated into two analogue submodules (121
and 122) with means for making an emergency
call and means for communicating with other el-
ements of said system, wherein if both submod-
ules are physically joined they act as a single
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module and only the means of one of the parts
function, and when they are physically separat-
ed, the means of both parts function independ-
ently,

wherein the module (120) or submodules (121 and
122) are located in the wireless key or starter device
of the motorcycle (200),
wherein said detection of the accident is done in said
module with calculation capacity (111) based at least
on the information received from the module (110)
on location, acceleration or tilt, as well as on the cal-
culation of the distance between said module (120)
or submodules (121 and 122) and said module (110),
wherein said calculation of the distance is a function
of the intensity of the connection signal between said
module (110) and said module (120) or submodules
(121 and 122),
wherein said module with calculation capacity (111)
identifies that there is only one occupant on the mo-
torcycle (200) if the submodules (121 and 122) of
said module (120) are physically joined and identifies
that there are two occupants if they are physically
separated,
wherein said module with calculation capacity (111)
communicates the detection of the accident to the
module (120),
wherein said module (120) makes an emergency call
using the means for making emergency calls and
wherein said call communicates if there are one or
two occupants, as well as other information.

2. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that the calculation of the distance between said
module (110) and said module (120) or submodules
(121 and 122) uses the same technology of wireless
connectivity that the key or starter device of the mo-
torcycle uses to calculate the safety distance be-
tween the key or starter device and the motorcycle.

3. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that the module (110) and the module with calcula-
tion capacity (111) are integrated in a single module
(112).

4. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that said module with calculation capacity (111) is
portable and integrated into the module (120) or sub-
modules (121 and 122).

5. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that said system additionally comprises audio and
microphone means (130), either integrated into the
module (120) or into each one of the submodules

(121 and 122), or arranged to wirelessly communi-
cate with said device (120) or submodules (121 and
122), and be used for said emergency call when it
is made after an accident.

6. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that said module (110) comprises means for making
an emergency call.

7. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 5, characterized in
that said system additionally comprises audio and
microphone means (130), either integrated into said
module (110) or arranged to wirelessly communicate
with said module (110) and to be used for said emer-
gency call when it is made after an accident.

8. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that in said emergency call, vehicle information,
such as the VIN and the submodule identifier, when
applicable, which makes the call, are sent, and
wherein said identifiers are shown in said module
(120) or submodules (121 and 122) in the form of an
energy-efficient monitor, a tag or scannable code.

9. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1 or 5, characterized
in that the means for making said emergency call
use wireless communication with a smart phone
(600) that has means for making said call to the mo-
bile network and wherein the communication with
said module (110) or said module (120) or the sub-
modules (121 and 122) thereof is preferably Blue-
tooth, Bluetooth Low Energy or any other type of
wireless connectivity.

10. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to any of the preceding claims,
characterized in that said system additionally in-
corporates sensors on the clothes of the driver (150)
and/or on the clothes of the passenger (151) and/or
helmet and/or wearable device, wherein said sen-
sors incorporate wireless communication means for
sending the data collected to said module (120) or
submodules (121 and 122) and wherein the module
with means for making the emergency call, the mod-
ule (120) or submodules (121 and 122) thereof,
sends said data in said emergency call when an ac-
cident is detected.

11. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 9, characterized in
that said sensors (150, 151) are sensors for detect-
ing heart-rate and/or body temperature or sensors
for other vitals.
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12. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein said means of communication between the
different modules of said system are wireless, such
as Bluetooth or Bluetooth Low Energy.

13. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the configuration of the different devices of
the system is done through said means with an ap-
plication located in a smart phone (600), tablet or
computer.

14. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that said system additionally incorporates an occu-
pancy sensor, preferably a weight or pressure sen-
sor, in the passenger seat, wherein said sensor in-
corporates wireless communication means for send-
ing the state thereof to said module (120) or sub-
module (122) thereof when it detects the presence
of said passenger, and wherein said state is used
so that the module (120) or any other part of the
system alerts that the module (120) must be divided
into submodule (121) and submodule (122), if the
same has not already been done, and/or to report
the number of occupants on the motorcycle in the
emergency call.

15. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that said module (120) has means for allowing the
user to indicate if there are one or two occupants,
wherein said information of the number of occupants
on the motorcycle is reported in the emergency call.

16. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that said module (120), or each one of the submod-
ules (121, 122) thereof, has means for emitting an
audible warning or a specific wireless signal to facil-
itate the location of each occupant when an accident
is detected.

17. The system for detecting and reporting motorcycle
accidents according to claim 1, characterized in
that said module (120), or each one of the submod-
ules (121, 122) thereof, has means for the passive
identification thereof in the form of an RFID type,
energy-efficient, scannable tag or code, such that
said code is included in the optional field of the MSD
for the unequivocal identification of said module
(120) or submodules (121 and 122).
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